Attention
Lady
Beavers

Survey Says...
Check out the photo essay on Pg. 10 to see who wears
boxers, briefs or something a little bit more exciting.
Babson's guys give no holds barred reports on what kind
of package they sport!

Godfredson Wants to Change
Genders Again, Provides Details on
Jerry Springer Show

By RuPaul

In a stunning revelation, Professor Laura Godfredson
wants to change her gender back to male after becom-
ing a female just a few months ago.

"I want to become a man again," Godfredson said.

"It's no fun being a woman," she said.

Godfredson explains that since becoming a woman,
she has yearned to be a man again because "men can
just do things that women can't do."

Although she just revealed her desire yesterday on
The Jerry Springer Show, Godfredson already has the
full support of President Leo Higdon.

"Whatever Laura wants to do with herself, I, as well
as Babson College, am in full support of her, or is it
him, or..."

Stunned students have mostly shared the same re-
actions.

"Will he or she just make up its mind already?" several students echoed upon watching Godfredson on
Springer yesterday.

According to medical professionals, no human has
ever changed gender twice and no medical proce-
dure exists for performing such a feat. Godfredson
has not yet announced any plans of actually becom-
ing a man again, but she was seen wearing a man's
suit yesterday, and she also started letting her facial
hair grow out.

"Men have it all," Godfredson said. "Women just
cook, clean, and well that's it. I am tired of washing
dishes, I want to have some fun. I want to be a man
again."

Continued on Page 2

BISO IN NEGOTIATIONS TO PURCHASE BABSON COLLEGE

Lots of Changes Planned/Jackie Chan to Replace President Higdon

By Mixin' Matthew Rubin
BCR General Manager

Sources from both sides tell this newspaper that the Babson Interna-
tional Student Organization (BISO) is in negotiations to purchase Babson
College for $4.2 billion.

According to our sources, BISO would contribute the money to a capi-
tal campaign in exchange for legal titles and control over the school.

This newspaper has learned that if the deal goes through, BISO has plans for a plethora of changes beginning with the
administration.

Leo L. Higdon would be replaced as President of the school with action
star Jackie Chan while Frank Milliken
would be replaced by star pitcher
Hideo Nomo as athletic director.

Connie Bosse, Steve Schiffman, ev-
everyone in Class Deans and the
Registrar's offices, as well as about
95% of all faculty will lose their posi-
tions should the deal go through.

Other changes proposed by BISO
include changing motor vehicle rules.

In particular, any American-made car
would be automatically impounded,
and any car valued at over $40,000
could park anywhere on campus at
any time. Additionally, valet parking
would be offered at all academic
buildings as well as the Reynolds Cam-
pus Center and Trim Dining Hall.
Furthermore, BISO wants to insti-
tute such amenities as room service

Continued somewhere inside...

DISCLAIMER: THIS IS THE ANNUAL PARODY ISSUE. IT CONTAINS INDECENT, INSULTING AND VULGAR REFERENCES TO MANY MEMBERS OF THE BABSON COMMUNITY AND BEYOND. IT IS NOT TO BE READ BY CHILDREN, THE EASILY OFFENDED, OR THE FAINT OF HEART. ALL CONTENT IS STRICTLY WRITTEN AND DESIGNED FOR PARODY PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT, IN ANY FASHION, BE TAKEN AS FACTUAL, ACCURATE, UNBIASED, OR PROFESSIONAL. IF YOU ARE OFFENDED BY ANY OF THE ABOVE OR CANNOT TAKE A JOKE, PLEASE READ NO FURTHER.
I.M.C.—The Song (to the Tune of O.P.P.)

BY PAYING CUSTOMER

I.M.C., how can I explain it
I'll take you stream by stream w't it
To have all complaints and we had it
I'm for integrated, M.I. is for Management with a fee
The last C. well...that's for Catastrophe
It's sorta like another way for Connie to Pck you
In our combined faculty that haven't got a clue
You get a failing grade because you tried and hard
In all the course packs is nothing more than lard
P/C
You ever had a prof. and listened to her
tell you nothing new
You know that a balance sheet should balance but on the test she said you were
You get home, wait a day, you hate the class,
you're ready to get out

**
Then you call up and it's your class dean who has no clue what the class is all about
It's all a scam, S to the C to the A to the M
It's all about making the college of MFG, Busin-
ness Law and Econ (Boy that's so stupid)

**
In I.M.C. time to make up the know you what
There's no room for learning, there's just room for Bosie to sit in it
How many hard-working students know just what I am getting at
Who the hell has this rotten course I'm passed and sick of all it

Well if you do that's I.M.C. and you're not down with it
But if you don't, you must be teachin' it

Chorus:
You down with I.M.C. (Hell no Joe D.)
Who's down with I.M.C. (Not the top guy Lee)
You down with I.M.C. (Not quite Connie)
Who's down with I.M.C. (All the brain-

washed faculty)

As for the faculty, I.M.C means In-
creased Medical Charges
The first two items are the same and

Godfriedson Wants to Change Genders Again

Continued from Page 1

Rumors about Godfriedson's deci-
sion began circulating around campus earlier this week after several faculty overheard the professor talking in a masculine voice. One faculty member claimed that Godfriedson was recorded in her that, "When I am a woman, I feel like a sex object, but when I am a man, I feel like I'm in power."

Godfriedson told Springer that, "I originally changed genders after los-
ing a bet to Lee (Hidgon). We bet on the men's soccer team. He took Bab-
son on and had to spot him 11 goals. Well, the men's soccer team actually decided to show up and play that day and they lost 10-0. Well, the loser had to do whatever the winner wanted, and well, you see Lee... he was a crazy present
dent."

Springer then asked Godfriedson if she would have forced Hidgon to change genders if he lost.

"No" Godfriedson lamented. "I would have made him get it on with Parley O'Day. Those two were just meant for each other, don't you think?

Short guy and tall guy, smart guy and dumb guy, regular screen and flat
screen, it would have been a beautiful display of contrasts."

The last is a pain in the ass
It's the boringest, dumbest, repeat I call it
Freshman Year Revolts
It's another waste of tuition just like BEAR, PEEP and that Connie creep
I won't get into that, I'll do it ah...sorta with a
map

The last C...sighhh...that needs for Cop

Now students have come a quiz, take it like a pro, even though it covers nothing nowhere
Have you ever known a student who has a compliment to give to I.M.C. And you just had to stop and laugh cause you knew he was full of it

You looked at him, he looked at you and you knew right away
That he had problems but he was going to transfer anyway
You couldn't be studying cause they gave you the wrong assignment
'Cause in a room behind a door, the administration pays itself another complement

When I.M.C. finishes, y'all are gonna find that it was who you'd know
That Babson's plan was to take your money and then boot you out the door
Now don't be shocked cause if your down they're gonna kick you again
Say I.M.C. is not for me or any other men or women

Now when you say it, it loud and make sure you say it loud
Then they'll revamp the course and get rid of Bosie too

Chorus:
You down with I.M.C. (Hell no Joe D.)
Who's down with I.M.C. (Not the top guy Lee)
You down with I.M.C. (Not quite Connie)
Who's done with I.M.C. (All the brain-

washed faculty)

The Blank Center Finally Gets A Name

After going months without a name, the new building dedicated to entre-
nepreneurship will be named Beaver Center after the school's mascot.

Another student noted, "I chickened when my friend said he couldn't find the entrance to the Beaver (Center)."

President Higdon said, "I am excited about the Beaver. Of course, I've always liked it (as a name).

Blank explained in his release that it would have been too egotistical to name a building after a person or family, so he wanted to name it after something that the entire school could relate to.

"The Beaver is the mascot and repre-
sents Babson more than anything else besides good, but the Creed Center just didn't have the same ring to it as the Beaver Center. Great entrepreneurs will someday get their starts at the Beaver Center, and I look forward to welcoming everyone into the Beaver Center."

Rob Callahan Suspends Burl Hash's Email Privileges

Burl last seen running across the catwalk at Sorenson laughing hysterically

In the recent firestorm of contro-
versy about the abuse and flagrant disregard of the Babson computer code of ethics by Burl Hash, Direc-
tor of the Sorenson Center for Arts, Rob Callahan in the Office of Student Affairs has suspended Burl's email privileges.

Burl was reportedly unfaithed by this decision. "Those bastards are just out to get me because I like art. I don't give a shit about the bottom line. The numbers are not impor-
tant."

To that end, Burl has been sending an average of 12 emails a day and students are beginning to respond. Some for and some against. In fact in a most recent de-
data sent, the Hacker and CAB have decided to let the opposing stu-
dents battle it out another in a contest to the death, in Sorenson. Call s5860 for tickets (Mr. Hash should be send-
ing refill-complete emails around shortly.)

The rules are simple, in a fight to the death where the winner takes all (including the losers BMW's and Porsche), everything goes. Slapping, scratching and spitting are allowed, but Hacker advises "if they really want to win, the Babson men are going to have do better than that."

The Babson women are advised that though it is a fair game it is dishonest-
oral to eat your opponents heart while he watches.

If a member of the anti-Hash team wins, they get to kick his ass; whereas if a member of the Hash team wins, they get to...well, kick his ass (but respectfully of cause). Besides just kicking his ass, the win-
er get to use a marker to draw hair on his shiny little head... again, only respectfully. Pictures of the fight will, of course, be sent out by email ev-

er ten to twenty minutes. So far the first round will consist of Edgard 'always same leather jacket' Sandino vs. Dieder 'Don't Pick with photography' Woody. Though Mr. Sandino has been given 1000-to-

1 odds, Hacker claims that it will still be an exciting match. "If anything, it will still be fun to watch Ms. Woody rip off parts of her opponent and feed them to... suppository style."

A betting pool has been set up, please call Burl Boy for more info. Be sure to listen to the syndication of the fights on BCR's "Not-Quite A Celebrity Deathmatch." Yup, you'll get an E-mail about this too!
Students like to binge on alcohol and drugs, so we might as well teach them to binge well...

President Higdon officially launched Babson's new curriculum today in a spine tingling speech that is sure to upset alumni and a range of other prudes. Higdon announced changes that will see Babson move to a reality based college program, where students will have to learn the ropes of real life, interesting and cool. Higdon explained, "students like to binge on alcohol and drugs, so we might as well teach them to binge well...

new alcohol based assessment program, the Gross Plastered Average (GPA): "We will be using a breathalyzer to test the alcohol level of each student before class. Students will be required to maintain an average blood alcohol level of 0.05% or greater, or else be expelled." Students who average 1.26% or higher will be placed on the Class Drunk List.

Sean Caraher, Sober Man on Campus, was initially shocked at the new curriculum. However, he has since embraced the new program: "To be honest, I have been a closet alcoholic for months," Sean said. "It wasn't easy to handle all the fame and love letters I received for my articles published. I needed an outlet." Students applauded the decision to change the structure of the curriculum. Richard Murray, 01, blurted his praise: "Screw business. Screw IMC. Let's get obliterated, bitches!" Higdon offered three sample subjects to highlight the eye-popping changes Babson is undergoing:

- All Things Alcohol 1570 (ATA 1570)
- Prerequisites: Fake ID, solid stomach base, and an insatiable desire to get blotted. Course Outline: This subject will initiate freshmen into the art of getting hammered. Mandatory classes will be held three nights a week in the back room of Rogers' House. A significant proportion of the semester will be spent sampling new cocktail recipes made exclusively by Babson professors. "Hacker's Happy Hour" will take place every Thursday night, with Dean Hacker serving a range of nasty concoctions.

- Students will be required to attend Knight Parties, where "Jimmy," a renegade public safety officer, will teach students the delicate art of ratcheting up someone else's ID band. Students will also be taught how to purchase alcohol from nearby liquor stores. Of course, classes will explore other pertinent drinking issues, such as vomiting etiquette, ping pong rules, keg stands and dancing like a plan- tered freak.

- Assessment:
  - Spillage Minimization - 15%
  - Mid-Semester Blood Alcohol-15%
  - Longest Drinking Spree on a Wednesday Night - 10% (Last Liver Working Assignment - 20%)
  - Hooking up while hammered Project - 10%
  - Final Binge Party Performance - 30%
  - Naps Every Afternoon
  - Winter Session 2560 (NEA 2560)
  - Prerequisites: Bags under eyes, brutal hang- over, teddy bear, and sexy pajamas.

  - Course Outline: This subject will investigate the diverse joys of pajama parties.

  - The first half of the semester will consist of a series of lectures on important nap issues, such as pajama selection, wet dreams and scruffy hair maintenance.

  - Students will be expected to miss class on a regular basis in order to meet the sleep participation grade for the course.

  - In the second half of the semester, mixed-sex sleep teams will be formed. Team members will be required to get naked, hop under the covers and fool around on a daily basis.

  - Students keen to enhance their grade are welcome to join the Pillow Selection Committee, a group that is dedicated to finding the perfect pillow for Babson students.

  - The final exam will consist of a "Sleep Off," where students will compete against each other to see who can sleep for the longest period of time. Random drug tests will be enforced to weed out cheating pot- heads.

- Assessment:
  - Sleep Participation - 20%
  - Naughty Pajamas Assignment - 5%

Babson’s Habitat for Humanity Spring Break Scandal

By J.P. Freely

Babson’s Habitat for Humanity, a group which has supposedly spent the last six spring breaks building homes in remote locations has become victim to a so-called scandal by its co-leaders Karen Borgiaii and Mike Salvi. Salvi and Borgiaii were instrumental in raising the $16,000 necessary to go on this years trip to New Orleans. However, on the morning of March 14th, 28 Babson students were left stranded at Logan Airport when they came to discover that there were no tickets in their name. Borgiaii and Salvi were nowhere to be found.

BCR investigators have confirmed that Salvi and Borgiaii were actually in Panama City, Florida drinking and partying. The two apparently embezzled the Habitat money they paid for their lavish tastes. They were spotted on MTV’s Spring Break program whooping it up at our expense. The total amount sto- len, $15,849. Apparently

Marriott Hopes to Boost Numbers by Introducing Porn at Trim Dining Hall

Citron believes that this will make a difference, “Who wouldn’t want to come and eat while watching great porn on our big screen TV?”

Continued from Page 1

Wild” Wednesdays will consist of the popular Playboy series showing play- mates frolicking in sprinklers and throwing water balloons (at least I thought those were water balloons?). Thursday will be Emmanuel black with all 42 episodes being shown over the next three years. Friday will be “*** like rabbits” night and will fea- ture the best sex scenes from popular R rated movies and classic scenes from “Deep Throat” and other vintage porn. These movies will be edited to get rid of the small fragments of film where a plot is actually introduced and no nudity or sex takes place.

In order to get you into the mood for Knight Parties on Saturday night, only recent Hardcore will be shown starting at 2 a.m. on Saturday. Les Jones, Tracy Lords, and other contemporar- y stars.

Marrcant officials expect a 60 percent increase in attendance and Trim to be packed from 6:45 till the 7 P.M. clos- ing. Some employees are worried about having to physically remove some students from their tables.

BISO IN NEGOTIATIONS TO PURCHASE BABSON

The deal, which began when a stu- dent member of BISO needed to find a way to quickly get rid of “some pocket change” of a few hundred American dol- lars so his parents would give him more spending money, should be completed by the end of next month.

The only issues that need to be

worked out still are compensation packages for departing employees, fire code rules for setting up beds in rooms, and at least one token American remains at the school for each of the next 100 years. Also, the school wants to maintain the Beaver as its mascot, while BISO ei- ther wants the Supra, the Porsche, or the Armani as the school’s mascot.
B. Women
President to be Prudes
I did not write it!
Irena Vekselberg

Babson officials finally admitted to altering the physically altering all Babson women so that they would have a deep re-shipment of men and avoid any type of sexual activity at all cost. This is accomplished by removing the female students’ sexual organs during a surgical procedure conducted during the BEAP program.

Dean Bonnie Boise found that this procedure was done to teach the male students self control and prevent them from actually going out and having a good time on weekends. Dean Boise and others believe that removing the Babson women actually experienced an enjoyable night while on campus, they may try to escape the wrath of an integrated curriculums.

One side effect of the Libido removal is that all of the girls, whom were major hothouses in high school, begin to grow facial and body hair in strange places, become fat, and are constantly in a bad mood. This has worked out perfectly for Dean Boise and the fat look and the poor appearance of the Babson females prevents male students from being distracted by their disfigurements.

Luckily for Babson males though, Kappa Gamma Gamma has found a way to reverse the procedure and has been reinserting sexual libidos in all of its members for the past two years. In fact, some believe that Kappa girls are given drugs and the entire Babson Medical team's efforts to remove sexual libido in order to make the sorority the most popular on campus.

Babson Men Suck It Up

Associated Press

In a nationwide poll of female college seniors, Babson College men were shown to be the worst hook-ups.

Hobble kissing, poor personal hygiene and bad timing were among the top reasons that Babson men came in dead last place among their peers across the country.

One woman, a la. Bruiser—described a disastrous hook-up in which she was almost "hoovered to death" by her partner during their first meeting

"Not only did she have the odors of a skunk mixed in with the scent of her face," she later said. "She was the only victim of a Babo guy's love for the vomit ...

Sweet Baby Jane vividly remembers a horrible situation she was placed in when her boyfriend brought her to her one night.

"He stuck around until way after ev- er everyone had left," Jane stated. "When he said he wanted to listen to some music, I thought there was no harm in it."

Little did she know the wretched ex- perience she would be in for. Before Jane knew it, her friend had closed and locked the door and wanted to dance to his favorite song.

"He played that song over and over again and I didn't change it, even when I refused to dance. And, to make things worse, he sat between me and danced by himself in front of me."

Jane desperately tried to save him and kick him out when he threatened to make her sit down. That is when she finally made his move — by jumping on top of her.

"I was trying not to laugh while he kissed me all over, and I was unzipping his fly and taking off his pants. I was just being through being nice to him and showed him the door.

Although Jane remained friends with the sad fellow, he was still labeled as yet another Babo guy to watch out for behind any closed door.

There are some men at Babson who Matty B - The Fearless Leader April 1, 1999

SGA Meeting began at 6:51 PM. (ate as a large group of people was counted) VP Communications on one hand. House Members Numbered 3 EVP Andi Botto

Last night, the senate meeting was held. I was the only one in attendance. I discussed with myself the issues of low attendance at these meetings. It was the worst experience of my life! I never thought that hook-ups could be that bad," she sadly recalled.

"I was so angry at myself for not being interested and thinking it was important."

Unfortunately, the two ended up in her room that night. As they began to kiss for the first time, she discovered his bottom lip had a mind of its own.

"I thought he had only had a slight glipse as to what I was in for. The worst moments of my life were soon to come.

The boy's pathetic hand started to wander, and, instead of any pleasure there was only pain."

"I think some of his buddies better called him the 'male female anatomy' because he do have two breasts and they do con- sist of more than just a nipple," Nips bluntly stated.

This boy decided that pinching, and squeezing, and twisting was to be a good thing.

"Boy was he wrong. I can still feel the pain to this day," Nips fumed.

And, in addition to permanently bruising her breast, the kid didn't leave until it was 7AM the next day. "I talked about a sad case of the Babson hook-up blues."

Several other women highlighted men's hygiene habits as a main reason for the campus's bad hook-up rep. "Tootsie" recalls one particularly rau- chy night when a usual hook-up re- niu med - and the relationship - with her foul mouth.

A great pity, because he just got a little too comfortable or unaware of his sleeping habits. "Tootsie" related. "He farted continuously throughout the night. I was not able to listen or inhale SGA Minutes For People Who Still Care! PLEASE READ YOU study here

SGA Minutes For People Who Still Care! PLEASE READ YOU study here

Color balloons to hang and whether helium is an environmentally safe gas option. It should be asked to VP Finance Mike Pugatch

We kinda lost most of the money for this semester because of the trip the new e-board took to Vegas. After the Win V and Means Com were yelled at us we decided to send them on a trip to Atlantic City to see if they can do any better than we did. I do feel bad for the organizations who have threat- ened me about this. VP Communications - Scott Dowler

The phone company had some sort of problem with voice mails in the past few weeks but they said that it was the Y2K thing showing up ahead of sched- ule, "Mary Ellen notify me when was supposed to do and this seemed to have had something to do with com- munications."

We have started to plan the student phone directory for next year. "How does random order sound?" Also, I'm instituting a new auto dialer code for the e-board of sweats for meetings.

Guest Speakers
Carl Carlson (cann) "One thing I learned from Tim Mein (said he had better things to do)
President Higdon (laughed) Peg (politely refused)
No Speakers Tonight
SCHEDULED BUSINESS

Old Board: Some members of the old board have had trouble contact- ing the old members... they keep call- ing and the person answering claims that they don't go to school here and not to call this number again otherwise Babo will be notified and a report WILL BE filed.

New Business

The Front Gate house has been closed for years. There are no plans to re-open it. The question is whether or not they should be used as a location for SODA parties If Babo doesn't see the need to put someone in the gate house students don't see why it should be there and not utilized for such good causes as drinking. Students feel that it looks nice and with a fresh coat of beer on the floor it might start feeling like home. This way its easier for the freshmen to get beer too... Drive Thru Scotch.

The school still refuses to put soap in the bathroom. A petition was signed and Babo will have a soap dispenser present at the meeting.

[Break Announcements]

SGA will regroup around this campus weekend giving out free Absolut and beer if you attend next week's meet- ings. Any questions about the meeting, awareness and involvement in SGA.

Meeting to adjourn at 7:30 pm (not seconded everyone had already left by then)

Not to be egocentric, but I know how to take care of my girls and if I don't want him, I promise you I'm definitely sh*tting out of control."

"How many girls HAVE you been with?" the shocked girl asked, and when he replied "I don't know, 10... 15... it doesn't matter, I just want you" she was quick out the door.

So much for impressing the women with statistics; that was the last time he scored with her.

What seems to be happening at Bab- son are men who just try too hard when their abilities just aren't up to speed. Whether it be because they are a male friend gone away, an inexpert- iced fellow with a passion for inflict- ing pain, or simply a gross guy letting himself go, Babson men have shown themselves to be losers when lasting after 7 PM.

As a direct result of this poll and dis- covey of Babson's lack of good lov- ing, female students were adequately warn of the treacherous waves ahead.

The ladies at Babson, thus, are hook- ing up on their own risk.
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Babo Blotter

There were 1650 lockouts, including 1490 at Public Safety’s office, and 39 motors assist last week.

Thursday, 3/25
1:22PM. Officer Bubba Babo reports he has parked his vehicle in the trees near the turn on the hill. He opens the windows and goes inside. The car is gone.
1:23PM. Bubba reports that there is a “missing” honk on page 56. “She has large rear ends.”
1:24PM. Call for help from Bubba. He ran out of Kleenex and his right hand is now stuck on the steering wheel.
1:25PM. Officer Bubba Babo reports from Bubba’s vehicle that the body on page 56 is his mother. Ten seconds later, Bubba reports he needs Kleenex too.
1:35PM. Officer Bubba Babo is illegally parked vehicle.
1:35PM. Officer Bubba Babo tries to drive away; his car won’t move. 9:59PM. Bubba notices that Bubba’s vehicle won’t move. 11:23PM. Bubba notices Bubba’s body on the page. 11:27PM. Bubba abandons Bubba’s car. Bubba is arrested for the Playo in car with him along with fresh box of Kleenex.
1:02AM. Bubba is released.
11:02AM. Bubba killed illegal key party reported in Plets. Officers go to Mobol to Mango.
11:59AM. Coleman fire alarm still going off for 48 hours later. 12:22PM. Report of brush fire near ice rink. Officers are going to investigate. They find it out its just a leaf blower going off. Officers ask landscape. If they can try it. Officers start real fire brush with leaf blower. Bubba alerts the fire department. They are put on waiting list. The fire department schedules the brush fire for next Friday.
7:55PM. Two unidentified officers bring forth forty pounds of marijuana (confiscated from earlier Bubba parties) to brush fire. They throw it in the fire and officers get really high.
8:39PM. Officers get munchies. They drive to nearest Dunkin Donuts. Officers notice there have no money. They go back to campus, ticket every student’s car, and demand immediate payment. Bubba returns to Dunkin Donuts and buys every donut in the store.
11:22PM. Report of illegal party in McCullough. When officers arrived, they counted 11 men, 1 woman, and a six pack. No report filed since there weren’t enough men to qualify it as an official Bubba party.

Babo ‘Entrepreneurs’ Trade Sex for Flash Lights

By Mr. Procrastination

Last Monday night during the black out many people decided to wait in their rooms and wait for the power to resume. After hoping that the power would ‘back up on soon’ the students decided to continue to wait a bit longer.

Somehow, after Babson College Public Safety arrived giving flashlights to those who were lucky enough to get a loaner. All of the students who were to ‘earn’ those flashlights were too dumb to go to the library. The Babo officers realized “hey, these kids are so stupid that they’d do for anything.”

Soon after, they decided that flashlights were not enough. Many of the students would have to ‘earn’ those flashlights. Not that there was really a choice since Babo told them that they had to get the entrance to the building and therefore changing an exit fee.

Confessions of a BCR Shock Jock

By Carol Hacker

Dean of Affairs

Why am I admitting this? Why am I telling you all this? Cause I can’t take it anymore.

I am one of the self proclaimed "shock jocks" at BCR. And I would like to reveal a few things about myself.

First of all, I am a fairly faced looser who moonlights as Mr. Love Master on my weekly show. I give you all bongo advice and insult you when your down. The way I see it is that if your down enough to call in, you’re fair game.

I am aware that no one is listening and thus I can get away with a lot more sh*t than that damn newspaper thing, I think it is a newspaper that requires reading, and you know how that goes.

Recently I told you about the dangers of premartial sex, boy was I on a roll. I told you about the public in thinking sex is good at anytime. When I flip into the broadcast booth and have all these lights and cool switches on. I flash. When I imagine all the people hanging on every word (all five of them) I feel even cooler. And when someone calls me and acknowledges my existence, boy I get a hard on that size of a paper clip, boy I do feel marthy.

Just me and me alone.

I love pretending I know what I am talking about. And if I don’t and you try to prove it, I can hang on your ass and just make fun of your “incompetence” and even add funnny sounding effects to distort your point of view.

In summation, I am the king of the world.

FREE condoms at Health Services every day, every time except on weekends

That was a smart idea, but there are condoms in the library second floor bathrooms for a small fee.)

The Parody News

ANNUAL PARODY ISSUE

April Fool’s Day

English to Become Official? Maybe? Language of the EU

By Amanda Hunkins

The European Commission have just announced an agreement whereby English will be the official language of the EU rather than German, which was the other possibility.

As part of the negotiations, Her Majesty’s government has agreed that English spelling had some room for improvement and has accepted to invest in a plan that would be known as the "Anglo." I hope they replace the old "c." Certainly, this will make the evil sound a lot more with joy. I hope "hard c." will be dropped in favor of the sound of the "k." This should clear up confusion and keyboards can have 3 less letter.

There will be growing public enthusiasm in the second half of the year. However, when the trouble once "ph" will be replaced with the "f," this will make word like "coffee" 20% shorter.

I can’t really tell what was really going on... but strange noise was repeated.

Babson College Radio
The Babson Free Press

Founded in 1999

JESSICA BURTT, Skip Happy at 4 AM
MICHAEL JACOBS, What's my job???

EXECUTIVE JERKS
JOEY CONSILVIO, Editor In Chef, Australia Division
IRENA V. VEKSELBERG, The Evil Russian Pumpkin

EDITORIAL PEONS
AMBER HESCOCK, Missing in Action
DAN THOMSEN, NFL Nut
ERIK D. MURRAY, Trojan Man
LINDSAY A. HORNER, Sorenson Slave
LEAH HURLEY, Adios
AIMEE DOLLINGER, Babsonian Bitch
ANGELO FRAMULARO II, Staff/Streaker..eeeeeewww
MICHAEL J. MURPHY, Piss
CATHERINE WEICKER, Moan

IRA'S BITCHES
MATTHEW FULLER, What do you mean you're going to LA?
PHILIP SILVESTRI, Jiggle the cable
MATTHEW TOBIN, Sports layout guru
SUZANNE SULLIVAN, Finished her first page
ANDREW GOLDBERG, Dark Room Cleaning Staff
DIERDIE WOODY, Skiing Photo Wench

EMBEZZLEMENT DIVISION
(POSITION OPEN), Still no Ad Manager, who needs one??
JACKSON RENNER, Lone Money Guy

JUST CAN'T LET GO
GARDNER F. BOULMAY III, Lassie Come Home
(1997 & 1998)
ALEXANDER HANDY, Graduated...Mad as Hell (1996 - 1998)

LAWRENCE P. GANTI, Still on the instalment plan?

ABOUT THE NEWSPAPER
The Babson College Radio Paper version is an annual newspaper published by the disgruntled members of BCR. We spend most of our time attempting to crash the radio station's server, so we can only come out once per year. LETTER POLICY AND OTHER CRAP... WAIT - WHAT LETTERS???
Go ahead and write, no one ever does, so we'll take anything. A letter would be great, a poem would be fine, draw us a picture with crayons, we'll print it. PLEASE!!! Send us a letter.

E-mail: radio@babson.edu Internet: URL not found
Puitainville, MA 02157-0310 Newsroom: (781)No-News Advertising: (781)No One's Home
Fax (781)We Won't get it

1-900-SCREW-YOU
For only $295 a minute you can be:
INSULTED
HUMILIATED
'CASTRATED'

Also available on the net at
www.MenArePigs.com
For extra $1,000 you can talk to Irena V. Vekselberg herself.
Wanted... Dead or Alive

Yuko Ishikawa alias: Yuko Gono
Wanted in connection with leaving the Babsonian Yearbook in complete chaos. She has disappeared without a trace and without leaving anything done. If you have any information surrounding the disappearance of Yuko Gono, please contact 1-900-BABO's USELESS

Patrick O'Day aliases: Patrique, PattyO
Wanted for spending $999.99 on a flat panel screen for the Reynolds Campus Center Email station. If the stations worked with some consistency, it might be worth considering, but as it stands now, it is out of order more often than it is in working order. Perhaps in order to avoid such problems in the future, Mr. O'Day should revise his constitution. If you have an information on why this has occurred please call 1-900-RAISE TUITION

Adam Berger alias: The Babson College Poster Child
Wanted in connection with the disappearance of BCR. Has anyone heard it recently? Perhaps he took it to Australia when he fled. Mr. Berger is also wanted for the desecration of the carpeting in The Babson Free Press Office by his mutt, Tyler. If you have any information concerning this disappearance, or the dog's shit, please contact 1-900-RADIO GUY

Joseph C. Consilvio III aliases: Joey, JC3, JC3PO
Last seen drunk off his arse while attempting to study for his IMC2 final, Joey is wanted for always forgetting to bring Sharpies down to the office. In addition, he is wanted by scriptwriters from the Barney and Teletubbies TV shows because his editorial content fits so well with their script style. Also known to panic if not handled with extreme professionalism, so approach with caution. If you have any information on Joey's location, please call 1-900-ANAL GUY
How to Treat a Wellesley (College) Princess

By Dr. Love
The Physician

That's it! I give up! We just don't care anymore. That's right, you heard me, we at health services just don't care anymore.

As far as we are concerned you can go out and drink all you want, have random sex with multiple partners and wear in-line skate/bike/skateboarding helmets. Go ahead and take Chreatine until your head turns blue, drink all the water you want while in the world, country, and get all hopped up on illicit drugs.

Lord knows you're not going to listen to anything anyway, so you might as well go ahead and do whatever you want. Besides, if all of you actually listened to my advice we'd all be out of a job. So live it up every chance you get.

We hope you get plastered every night and wake up so Knight parties, at Health hangover that you don't services we can prescribe even known your name, any type of barbiturate.

I would like to invite you all to a ten leg party down here in Hollister every Saturday night.

Hello, all binge drank in college and I am ashamed to admit that I did. So go out there and do it again. In fact, I would like to invite you all to ten leg party down here in Hollister every Saturday night. Forget about those twenty Ways to Treat a Wellesley Princess

1. Make sure to remember her sexual preference. Write it on your hand. Write it on your arm. This is a must. If you remember the color of her jockstrap, go home buddy. Go home now.

2. When you arrive to get back in the kitchen, make sure to say please. Remember, she can probably beat the crap out of you, so if you don't ask nicely and she's tried, she may just bash your head in with the beat cleaner.

3. Do not mention that you are from Babson. She uses Babson students as rags to wipe the oil off her new Harley. She uses Babson students as doorstops to stuff her new books, stuffed with Hillary Clinton and that you hate Bill.

4. Ask her questions. Lots of them. Ask her what she thinks of Martina Navratilova. Ask her if her brother has longer hair. Ask her if her arm is surgically attached to her roommates because they always seem to be arm-in-arm. And let's face it, most Wellesley College students quite enjoy mulling about their own interests. Moreover, this will give you a feel for her sense of humor, intelligence, and sexual orientation.

5. Try to be witty. Manipulate her intelligence in a professional manner. You must not let her catch you doing this. I repeal: you must not let her catch you.

6. Understand that less is always more. A true player will leave the Wellesley Princess flustered. Touch on interesting facts about yourself and move on before she fully understands. Curiosity leads to attraction. Attraction leads to interaction. Interaction leads to wild nights of steamy lesbian sex. Or so I've been told.

7. Listen and remember. If she prefers it on top, remember it. If she has a thing for K.D. Lang, remember it. Start to build a database of things you can use to remember personal details is essential, and will have significant ramifications for the first date - think positive.

8. Be original, and make sure you are able to tell engaging stories. The story of god story telling should never be underestimated. My personal favorites: wandering through San Francisco and getting picked-up by a transvestite, watching two Wellesley College girls beat forty MTV frat boys, and locking myself in the girls bathroom in tenth grade.

9. Have condoms. Even if you are straight and know she is not, believe in yourself and believe that if she knocks back, it is her loss. Say it with me now: no means no. If she is not ready, she will, make sure you have 911 set in speed dial on your cell phone. Cover your family jewels, and take it like a man (or woman).

10. At all times, be spontaneous. Right after a bad date. Make your passing moment memorable by adopting a dynamic framework. If you succeed in securing a first date, pick her up by bending your knees (you don't want to look cheap) Drive to the beach, go to a comedy club, just don't forget her other girlfriend may get jealous and she could beat you like a red-hot switchblade.

11. Never stare at her breasts. This is hard (pun definitely intended). Quick glimpses are encouraged, but anything longer than .267 seconds and it's "game over."

12. Do believe in Pathetic Stereotypes. So, the sublime beauty goes to Wellesley College. This makes her a lesbian. No need to open up your mind here. You already know the truth.

13. Avoid giving her more than three compliments. Then again, if you can come up with three compliments, you are probably either too smart for your own good or brain-dead. Moreover, you must restrict yourself to one physical compliment. Try and make it original. My favorite: "You have nice 26 inch pythons. You make Hulk Hogan look like Kate Moss."

14. At no time behave in an immature manner. Do not give her a high five. Do not swear excessively. Do not boast about how many vodka shots you had at the bar last week. The reason being is that she will probably high five you so hard, your hand will be red for days, most of the swear words you use will turn her on even more, and she can probably drink way more vodka shots than you can.

15. Do not stop talking to her because she has a girlfriend. Ignoring her because she has a girlfriend is shortsighted and foolish. Seriously, how much pleasure can she get from one of those plastic thingies anyway?

16. Never act too keen or desperate. Do not offer to take a bullet for her after her first meeting. Do not offer to drive to Kansas to pick her up. Do not do anything that will cause a further imbalance in power. Remember, she can already kick your ass from here to Bangkok.

17. Do not become an intoxicated, slurring loser. Many fresh-seconds consume exceedingly high levels of alcohol as a mechanism to deal with nervousness. This is a bad move. Stumbling and slurring are not attractive qualities except to the really scary population of Wellesley, and trust me, you don't want any part of them although they may want a part of you and that part doesn't reside between your legs.

18. Avoid demanding her phone number too early in the conversation. If the call is going well, she will initiate or suggest a future meeting. Prematurely requesting her digits is like pushing into a line at Disneyland - it is wrong, you want her to be sexy, and you won't get to go on "the ride," and she will beat you up again and again.

19. Do not use all your classic material. Although it is tempting, you must not use your best lines, best stories, and funniest jokes at the initial stage. If you do, the first date at Butch's Burgers and Beers will be a disaster. It's all about layers (or at some point, hopefully, the lack thereof).

20. Never speak of the princess. Have you been reading about Wellesley? The CIA is more lax than that. Even if you get by the B.A.B.O.G. graduated security guards, you still have to deal with the next superstars of G.L.O.W. upon entering any building or walking across campus.
Soberman On Campus Found Smashed in Cancun

That's right that guy who preaches every week about sobriety and alcohol free fun was found passed out on a bench in Cancun. His blood alcohol level was 1.2 well above the legal limit. Several Babson Free Press sources say they saw the Soberman doing jello shots, funneling hard liquor, and dancing nude with several women. He was heard shouting, "Bartender pour me another hard grenade. This "B-t is great." The Soberman returned to Babson a few days ago and was asked to comment on these allegations. He replied, "This is absolute bull—I may have taken a sip but I never swallowed. My favorite drink is still orange juice and that's all I'm going to P&F—ING say about that."

The Babson Free Press has decided to suspend the Soberman's weekly article pending further investigation.

SMOC is drunk. Enough said.

Movie Listings

The Other Hooker, G
Life sucks, NC 17
Adulthood Idiots, PG 13
Beer in an Envelope, PG
No, No Anayze THIS (ripit), XX
My Favorite Position
Deep End—XXX
1 Corrupt Her—X
Shakespeare knocks up that bitch! G
The Life of Leonardo DeCaprio, NC 17
Can't Hardly Wait—my struggle impotence, G
REM—The trouble with Babson boys,
She's REAL Fart (the trouble with Babson Girls), R
200 Joints—The TKE story, R
Star Wars Episode 1:
The Phantom Penis, PG
Star Trek—Long Erection XXX
Rash Hour...sorry I just can't make fun of Jackie Chan, G
14 classified
You've Been a Bad Boy Charlie Brown, XX
SNEAK PREVIEW Saturday Only at 8:00 PM.
See Ed Pen, G

Top News!!!

Class Dean Karen Cruickshank reacts to Dean Connie Bosse Mooring her recently in front of Horn Library. Cruickshank reportedly said, "That is the most revolting thing I have seen in my entire life!" Dean Carol Hacker looked away.

Flow Blown Finds New Strategy: SEX!

After a semester of less than perfect business record, the FME business FLOWBLOW decided to alter their name and service niche. "Our previous business model was focused on getting the campus laid, by supplying flowers, balloons (rubber, mylar, latex, ribbed, etc) and other assorted "romantic" gifts. The problem we found is that none of the men want the women on this campus... so we saw ourselves getting screwed," said the Flow Blown CEO.

In what could only be described as a strategic point of inflection, they repositioned themselves (on their hands and knees) and opened up for business. "We brought in some depressed Wallstreet brokers and change the" Pop. Men love blowjobs, and boy do these girls suck!" stated the Flow Blown CEO. The initial reaction form the professors was less than receptive, but once the CEO agreed to give them semester passes they readily agreed. "How could we give up this opportunity...an uh... to encourage the entrepreneurial spirit..." by their professors stated.

Now with their new "up and coming" business model, Flow Blown is blowing away the competing FME businesses. Through rumors that "Spread the Love" is considering a change to "Spread the Legs," have not yet been substantiated, Flow Blown's CEO stated "we feel confident that being the first will give us a brand recognition and secure this market for us."

Flow Blown is now ready to take your orders with many options to choose from such as: their "in room" service, a variety of "techniques", a variety of women and of course their most requested service "the Peppermint Almond(ite) treatment."

Order yours today! Call today for an appointment at X 0000.

Faculty Suffers From IMC Hardcore

In a recent surprise announcement, which puts the future of IMC in question, the faculty has stated that they too are suffering from IMC. Several of us have been under constant pressure and its finally beginning to take its toll. "Do you know how frustrating it is to de-

You've been a bad boy Charlie Brown, XXX

SNEAK PREVIEW Saturday Only at 8:00 PM.
See Ed Pen, G

BC/26 They Did Not Say

"My whip has been so badly worn that I have had to buy a replacement three times already. Tender as they might seem, after IMC 1 & 2, their bottoms get quite tough and I'm going through whips faster than ever" stated Prof. Langowitz.

"Another Professor decided to relieve the stress by 'researching' her theory about legalization of marijuana. "I think that is something. In fact, eh, I think it might be something. If... I'm sorry what did you ask?" Apparently she was deep into her "research" and when asked about the psychological effects on the professors she responded by saying "I think it is; her, huh... do you have any cookies on you?"

"Prof. Nancy simply said, "The professors just need to suck it up some-

Kappa Gamma Gamma
Special Discount For an extra buck you get more than a tuck-in
We at BCR decided to ask the Babson campus one of life’s most pressing questions: “Which do you prefer...”

Boxers or Briefs?

"Boxers. "Boxers. "Berger's Briefs."

"Boxers. "Boxers. "Berger's Briefs."

"I swear I prefer no underwear. How else could I keep that 10-foot pole stuck up my ... umm... Did I say that out loud?"

"Free Ball!"

"The Thong! Baby... The Thong!"

"Silk undies from Victoria's Secret."

"I don't know, but I just soiled my pants. Uh?!

"BCR Photo/ Matty Benjamin

"BCR Photo/ President Clinton

"BCR Photo/ Susman"
SEXUAL ADS

Get on the Car:
Ride the Beaver

No Picture!
We understand
that the college
has minors.

First Ride
Is FREE!!

Joe and Bob's
Excellent
Entertainment

This Week Special:
"HomoGarden"
Starting Joe and Bob

Wins the Prize for
Bringing
HomoSexuality to
the Babson Campus.

Viagra

Patrick O'Day:
"It works
for me!"

Spread
the Love,
Spread
The Food.

(Underground
Nickname:
Spread THEM)

Today's Special:
The Happiness!!!

Price
Lusters
Going Out of
Business Sale
$$$
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
and FlowBlown
Beat Us with Their
Competition!

Altoids-
Curiously
Strong
Mints

Ladies here is
something you can
all agree on. A good
man is hard to find...
but a good man who
loves to perform oral
sex is even more
difficult. So for you
guys who want to in-
crease you 'net'
worth' go to the
bookstore and spend
two bucks on
Altoids... and keep
'em handy. The next
time you go 'down
under' pop two or
three into your
mouth [WARNING:
Using more than
four could cause se-
rious damage.]
Chew them slightly,

Pleasure
in Pain

The Curiously Strong Mints
Babo places 107th in first annual Public Safety games

BY JAY - JAY
Bosun of Babson Public Safety

Babson Public Safety participated in the First Annual Public Safety Games last week in Boise, Idaho. Finishing in a not so respectable 107th place out of 107 teams, Babo needs a lot of practice before they participate next year.

The Public Safety Games, fashioned after the Olympics, featured twenty-two events ranging from fire-alarm response to parking ticket writing to theft detection. Babo received one gold medal over the entire nine-day event. New parking officer, Debbie Gimmetz, took home the gold in the parking ticket writing contest. The contest, which consisted of five elimination rounds, called for officers to write as many tickets as possible in a ninety-minute period broken down into two forty-five minute halves. While her closest competition wrote a total of 212 tickets worth just over $2,500, Gimmetz wrote 3,452 tickets in the final round that had a total value of $294,762. Over the five rounds, Gimmetz wrote a total of $1,054,576 in tickets.

After receiving her medal, Gimmetz commented, "It was just another typical day for me. I tend to write about 3,000 tickets an hour at Babson, usually for violations that never really occur. Aren't those computerized tickets nifty?"

In other competition, Babo not only placed dead last in fire alarm response time, they were also disqualified for never responding at all after judges waited five days for them to respond to an alarm in the building next to the dispatch center.

Asked for an explanation about his squad’s poor performance, Chief Ray McKeehan said, "We did nothing different in the competition than we do in real life at Babson. I am proud of my squad's efforts and I hope no one died in the fire."

In the most heated competition of the day, Babo placed 91st in the keg apprehension exercise. In this event, an illegal party is staged in a dorm room with a keg hidden amongst a group of about 45 students in various states of drunkenness. Rowing officers must find the party, break into the room, apprehend the keg, and temporarily remove all of those guests who are underage.

Babo took three hours to find the party despite the fact that an on-duty Resident Assistant told them where the party was. Then, Babo couldn’t lift the keg because it was too heavy for officers Andrew Walker and William Burke.

Eventually, Babo drove one of its sport utility vehicles up to the door and tied a chain to both the keg and the car, and drove the keg out of the room and back to headquarters where the on-duty officers drank themselves into oblivion.

Babo fared better in the moving car violation contest. In this event, an officer is given any equipment asked for and he has to find and report seven moving car violations in the shortest time possible. In the first hour, Babo missed a herd of 102 cars, driven by MBA students leaving class, going 98 miles per hour in a 20mph zone and bowing over 18 unsuspecting undergraduate students.

However, the next afternoon, Officer Burke caught four cars going 27mph in a 20mph zone. After the first three cars got away by driving off-campus, Burke finally stopped a kid in a yellow Ferrari, but the kid couldn’t speak English and drove away. Finally, after 25 hours of reading Playboy and Hustler in his car, Burke stopped his seventh car and reported a speeding violation.

Babo finished 88th in this event.

Top Five Babson Athletic Follies

1. The men’s hockey team competes in figure skating competition.
2. Rugby is still not a varsity sport...despite Angelo Framularo 2.
3. The baseball team loses another game...again and again and again.
4. The women’s tennis team recruits members in Webster to avoid a forfeit.
5. The only team to never lose a game...FOOTBALL!

SPORTS NEWS FLASH!
Globetrotting to be announced as new spring sport

It has been recently decided by the Athletic Department that "Globetrotting" will be recognized as a new Spring sport.

Starting next year it will be considered a Varsity Sport and rumors have it that alumni Julie Byrne is going to return in the Coaching position. For those of you underclassmen who have yet to learn of the sport of Globetrotting, pay attention.

In order to Globetrot, one must wait until the middle of the night when the rest of campus is sleeping or out at a party. Then the person must run up to the Globe behind Coleman and wait until the coast is clear. When you are sure that no one is watching, you drop your pants around your ankles and proceed to trot around the campus of the Globestand. You must make it around a full two times or your trip is invalid.

This can be an individual or a team effort. Team effort, however, are a lot more sportsmanslike and fun and can get you a higher point score.

An email will be sent out early next year for all those who are interested. Previous